Rates as low as $50 per two hour block

Special considerations can be discussed for financial difficulties

If you do not see your particular interest feel free to ask about it

We are continuing to grow

All persons interested in using our hands on training environment will be required to attend a two hour introductory orientation prior to access

"I come from an era and belief that you may learn to do, you may learn to be, but simply learning about is good for news rooms and water coolers."

- JAMES COFFEY

HOME SCHOOL FOR NETWORK SECURITY
Spring 2015
Providing Hands-on Skills Without Encouraging Debt

HOME SCHOOL FOR NETWORK SECURITY
Richmond, KY 40475
Who am I?

My name is James Coffey, I am a non traditional student that is about to successfully gain a Bachelor's degree in Network Security & Electronics. I'm just a dude. A dude with a passion for applicable knowledge, skills, technology, and I feel my purpose is to provide, promote, and present open sharing of skills and knowledge in my community. I am currently in the process of starting a certified, nonprofit organization with high hopes of expanding its resources, skill areas, and knowledge base, to do just that.

My economics course taught me that we have unlimited wants and limited resources

I honestly believe there is a path to fix that. We can start with the resources we have plenty of, each other! If we stop treating knowledge like a consumer product

Today's society is screaming for skilled individuals. Lets work together to make you one of them.

Do You

have an interest in the field of InfoSec, Cyber, or Network security? Do you feel like professional training is beyond your financial grasp? Are you tired of feeling like you are being driven into debt without gaining:

- Applicable skills
- In-depth knowledge
- Hands-on-experience

Me Too

Due to ethical and legal concerns many institutions refuse to provide courses in ethical hacking to undergraduates, professional training facilities are forced to escalate prices due to liability coverage, or the fear of the black vans keep many from attempting to learn on their own.

That is the reason I took it upon myself to develop my own, personnel, Home School for Network Security.

Then What?

Tired of waiting for the door to open, I developed my own mobile penetration testing tool which inspired, creating a physical environment where I’d be authorized to use it, which led to an even larger virtual environment, which led to my skills in:

- Wireless and network security, auditing, and penetration
- Intrusion Detection Systems
- Firewalls
- Scripting languages
- Proprietary and Open-Source command line
- Webb applications
- Database security
- Exploits, Botnets, malware, cross side scripting and more

Now I am Ready to Share

Whether your needs are tutoring, training, certification preparation, or simply access to a secure testing facility for hands on, I am here to meet

Contact Us

To inquire about our services or how you can help us achieve our goals email:

james.coffey@outlook.com

Visit us on the web: TBA